**Activity Type**

Grammar Exercises: identifying, gap-fill, writing sentences from prompts

**Focus**

Too and enough

**Aim**

To practice too, too many, too much, and enough.

**Preparation**

Make one copy of the two-page worksheet for each student.

**Level**

Pre-intermediate (A2)

**Time**

25 minutes

---

**Introduction**

This too and enough worksheet helps students to learn and practice too, too many, too much, and enough.

**Procedure**

Give each student a copy of the two-page worksheet.

Students start by underlining the correct form of enough in a set of sentences.

**Exercise A - Answer key**

1. have enough time
2. aren't big enough
3. that enough
4. buy enough dog food OR buy enough (if the topic is understood)

Students then complete sentences with too, too many, or too much.

**Exercise B - Answer key**

1. too much  3. too many  5. too many
2. too   4. too   6. too much

After that, students write complete answers to questions using too, too many, or too much and the word in brackets.

**Exercise C - Answer key (some variations are possible)**

1. The box was too heavy (for him to lift).
2. I ate too much cake (at the party).
3. There were too many people in the car.
4. There were too many films to choose from.

In the next exercise, students write too or enough sentences that have the same meaning using the words in brackets.

**Exercise D - Answer key**

1. He's too short to play on the basketball team.
2. She isn't old enough to get a driver's licence.
3. The car was too expensive for me to buy.
4. The weather wasn't cool enough for her to go jogging.

Lastly, students write sentences with too or enough that have an opposite meaning.

**Exercise E - Answer key**

1. I didn't get enough sleep last night.
2. She wrote too many pages for her homework.
Enough

When you have enough of something, you have what you need and maybe more but not less. 

*Enough* goes before nouns and after adjectives. Sometimes we don't include the noun if the topic or meaning is understood.

Examples:
- Is your car big enough for five people?
- We have enough money to buy a new TV.
- No, thank you. I've had enough to eat.

A. **Underline the correct form of enough in each sentence.**

1. I don't *have time enough / have enough / have enough time* to visit her tomorrow.
2. These boots *aren't big enough / aren't enough / aren't enough big*.
3. Here's fifteen dollars. Is *that enough / enough that / enough* for dinner?
4. Did you *buy enough / buy enough dog food / buy dog food enough* for all the dogs?

Too

*too* + *an adjective* means that it's more than you want or than what is good.

*too* + *many* + *a plural noun* means that you have more than you want of something that is countable.

*too* + *much* + *an uncountable noun* means that you have more than you want of something that is uncountable.

Examples:
- It's too cold today! I want to stay home in our warm house.
- There are too many people in the kitchen. I don't have space to prepare dinner.
- The teacher gave us too much time to do this exercise. I'm finished now, and I have nothing to do.

B. **Complete the sentences with too, too many, or too much.**

1. I drank ......................... coffee yesterday, so I couldn't sleep last night.
2. These English exercises are ......................... difficult for me. Could you help me with them?
3. Don't put ......................... books on that shelf. It might break.
4. He exercised for ......................... long yesterday, so he's sore today.
5. There are ......................... people at the beach. Let's go to the park instead.
6. Our neighbours make ......................... noise. We want to move.
C. Write complete answers to the following questions using *too*, *too many*, or *too much* and the word in brackets.

Example: Why couldn't she go to the party? (young)

\[ \text{She was too young to go to the party.} \]

1. Why couldn't he lift the box? (heavy)

2. Why did you have a stomachache after the birthday party? (cake)

3. Why did Ron get out of the small car when four of his friends were still in it? (people)

4. Why couldn't they decide which film to watch? (choose from)

D. Write *too* or *enough* sentences that have the same meaning using the words in brackets.

Example: That cake isn't big enough to feed 20 people. (small)

\[ \text{That cake is too small to feed 20 people.} \]

1. He isn't tall enough to play on the basketball team. (short)

2. She is too young to get a driver's licence. (old)

3. The car wasn't cheap enough for me to buy. (expensive)

4. The weather was too hot for her to go jogging. (cool)

E. Write sentences with *too* or *enough* that have an opposite meaning.

1. I got too much sleep last night.

2. She didn't write enough pages for her homework.